Science Standard VI (Light)-Activities

I'm So Bright I Wear My Shades Indoors!
Students will understand properties and behavior of heat, light, and sound.
Describe how light can be produced, reflected, refracted, and separated into visible
light of various colors.
Communicate Effectively Using Science Language and Reasoning
Language Arts VII-3, VIII-6
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Standard
VI
Objective
2

Background Information
Energy is defined as the ability to do work. Heat, light, and sound are
all forms of energy. Some of the things they have in common is that they
all travel in waves and can all be reflected (angle of incidence equals the
angle of reflection).

Connections

Light is everywhere. It is really the only thing we can see, because
when you look around you, you are looking either at a light source or
something that is reflecting light. Every living thing depends on light
energy in some form or another.
Light can be thought of as traveling in rays, which move in straight
lines until they hit something. Light also travels in a series of waves. It is
only part of a group of waves called electromagnetic waves. Radio waves,
microwaves, and other types of radiation are constantly surrounding us,
along with infrared rays, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays and gamma rays.
Scientists have grouped these together and labeled them the
electromagnetic spectrum.
The sun is our greatest source of light and energy. Other natural light
sources include stars, fire, lightning, fireflies, and some bioluminescent
animals. Invented light sources include: light bulbs, lamps, lasers,
fireworks, flares and glow sticks, etc. Moonlight is not considered a light
source because it actually reflects sunlight.

Invitation to Learn
Introduce the concept of energy to students by writing what they
know about energy on a chart. Ask for specific examples of energy, and
encourage students to specify how they will know when energy is
present.
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Instructional Procedures
1. Tell students you are going outside on an energy hunt, but first they
must put on some energy detectors.
For each student:

q
q

q

2. Hand out two UV beads and a pipe cleaner per student. Instruct them
to place beads on the pipe cleaner and attach it to their wrist.
3. Students will take a pencil and paper (clipboard if available), and go
outside for a few minutes to observe and draw the energy they see.
Encourage them watch for as many forms of energy as they can see.
They should notice that their UV beads have changed color.
4. After a few minutes of students drawing and observing, have them
come back in and discuss their observations.
5. Classify their findings and chart them as a class, such as natural and
invented light sources or sources of light and reflectors of light
(anything that is not a light source is a reflector of light.)
6. Sing the first two verses of Energy Song (p. 8-7).

Possible Extensions/Adaptations/Integration
1. Study of the electromagnetic spectrum is reserved for upper
grades, however, a short introduction will help students better
understand how visible light fits into everything. One way to
teach it is to divide students into groups and have each group
choose a part of the electromagnetic spectrum to research, then
draw a poster of. Their findings should include ways we use this
energy in everyday life. Posters can then be displayed on a
bulletin board.
2. Make a compare/contrast chart comparing natural and invented
light sources. Students draw or write at least ten examples of
each. Provide books with unusual light sources such as
bioluminescent animals or chemicals that produce light.
3. Adaptations for learners with special needs: Have students work
with a group or buddy learner who can help with work. Choose
several key words or terms for students to learn, instead of
expecting mastery of everything.
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Assessment Suggestions
•

Make a light book out of 12" x 18" art paper with examples of
light sources, and one page of misconceptions of non-light
sources, such as moonlight.

•

Have students draw or list ten examples each of natural and
invented light sources.

Additional Resources
Books
The Wonder of Light, by Jan Adkins (Ranger Rick Series, Newbridge
Educational Publishing); ISBN 1567844758
The Usborne Internet-Linked Library of Science Light, Sound &
Electricty, Kirsteen Rogers et al. (Scholastic);
ISBN 0-439-44147-1
Videos
Electromagnetic Energy, (Schlessinger Media, 1-800-843-3620,
http://www.libraryvideo.com); N6661
Eureka!, section on Electromagnetic Spectrum (offered by Utah
Education Network several years ago, created by TV Ontario,
may still be available from district office)
Web sites
http://www.scilinks.org
(Type in code to receive listing of approved Web sites), Topic:
reflection - Code: SFLO l, Topic: properties of light - Code:
SFL03, Topic: electromagnetic spectrum - Code: SFL05
Basic facts about light and online activities for students.
http://www.opticalres.com/kidoptx.html
If you have a color projector, this Web site is perfect for teaching the
electromagnetic spectrum with color photos, etc.
http://imagers.gsfc.nasa.gov/ems/ems.html,
Great color photos introduce students to the electromagnetic spectrum
and visible light.
http://www.thetech.org/exhibits_events/online/color/light/
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Family Connections
Assign students a home project about light and color. This is
something they should do at home, and share with the class at the end of
the unit. In the instructions that are sent home, include Web site resources
and project ideas.
Example:
This month we will be studying energy in the form of light. For
their at-home project, students may choose to do a poster, bring a
model, or demonstrate something for the class about "light or
color. The written report of their project and what they learned
must be at least two paragraphs and can be typed or hand-written.
This project is worth 50 points.
5 points

Turned in on time.

25 points

Drawing, model, or demonstration.

20 points

Written description of research, in paragraph form.

Ideas for the Project:
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•

Model of the eye and how we see.

•

Demonstration of colors of light, including homemade prisms.

•

Model, poster, or demonstration of reflection or refraction of
light (this might include a homemade kaleidoscope).

•

Making a solar oven or solar cooker of some sort.

•

Report or demonstration of how light is bent through lenses.

•

List of 20 ways mirrors are used in everyday life.
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Energy Song
Tune of "Friend Like Me" (Disney )
Words: Vickie Ahlstrom
Well, heat and light and sound, you see
Are forms of en-er-gy.
All travel in waves, but first let's see

What makes Sound great
Is when things vibrate
And the pitch, in hertz, is frequency...

How fun Light can be.

It's high ...or low...
And volume, measur-ed in dB

In the E-lec-tro-magnetic
Spectrum, filled with waves
Light waves are the only waves
That our eyes can see.

Radio, microwave, infra red,
Visible light, that's ROY G BIV,
UV, X and Gamma Rays,
(Just watch out for UV).

When light rays hit an object
Some will be absorbed
They can reflect, or refract,
or even pass right through.
Yes sir, opaque can reflect, or just block
Transparent you can see
Translucent's fuzzy, some go through
And some come back to me.

And with a concave lens

Is how much energy.

Heat can transfer in three ways
Rad-i-ation, in space and air
Like microwaves and marshmallows
And sun warming the air.
Con-duction is passed by touch
From hot to cold, it's true.
Like pancakes on the griddle
Or that hot rock in your shoe.

Convection is through the air
And water currents, too.
The heat will rise, the cold will sink
'Til they all mix, 'til they all mix,
'Til they all mix, 'til they all mix,
Until they...have the...same...en-er-gy.
Hah, hah, hah....La...la...la...
They 're all just forms of energy, Hah !

The light will just diverge.
But convex, focus on "X,"
Helps us all to see.
Ya...dah...dah...oh, my,
Ya...dah...dah...nah, nah
Lah ...de...dah, hah, hah,
Cha...che...dah...de...dah..doo...dah
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